
 
 

Richmor Aviation                  DATE PILOT CERTIFICATE ISSUED: ________ 
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PHONE  H:________________ 
B:________________ 
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CERTIFICATE NO.____________GRADE__________CLASS MED._______DATE ISSUED___________________ 
 
 

1. Previous time in this aircraft type at time of checkout 
2. What is the useable fuel quantity in gals. STD/long range 

tanks? 
3. What is the lowest grade of fuel permitted? 
4. What are the recommended grades of oil: 

All Temp's (Multi Grade) 
Above 60° F 
30° F to 90° F 
Below 10° F 

5. A. What is the minimum safe oil quantity? 
B. What is the maximum recommended oil level? 

6. What is the endurance in hours (45 minutes of reserve) 
@ 6000 MSL, 65% power, at maximum fuel capacity for 
this aircraft (A/C used for checkout)? 

7. What is the maximum Gross Weight for takeoff/landing in 
the normal category? 

8. Using the sample problem in the handbook, what is the 
maximum allowed weight of crew, passengers and cargo 
with full fuel? 

9. What is the normal takeoff distance @ max. gross weight at 
sea level, 15°C/59° F, no wind and appropriate flaps (short 
field assumed)? 

10. What is the normal takeoff distance with conditions in 
Question 9 using flaps fuel over 50 feet obstacles? 

11. What is the INDICATED airspeed not CALIBRATED 
airspeed for the following @ Max. Gross Weight? 

A. Stall Speed (no flaps, no bank, no power) (Vs) 
B. Stall Speed (full flaps, no bank, no power) (Vs) 
C. Best angle of climb to clear 50 ft. obstacle (Vx) 
D. Best rate of climb (Vy) A sea level 
E. Normal climb 
F. Approach speed, no flaps 
G. Approach speed, full flaps 
H. H. Maximum speed with full flaps(Vfe) 
I. Maximum structural cruising speed (Vno) 
J. Best emergency glide speed @ Gross Weight 
K. Design maneuvering speed (Va) 
L. Maximum speed with landing gear down (Vle) 

(N/A fixed gear) 
12. Maneuvers to be evaluated: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
INFLIGHT CHECKOUT FORM ON REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM 
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